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Abstract—Millimeter-wave channel models are fundamental
for evaluating the performance of technologies for 5G. In this
paper, we present two kinds of millimeter-wave channel measurements, fixed point measurements and virtual measurements, in
an indoor open office. A correlation sounder with a bandwidth
of 600 MHz is used to carry out these measurements. Then,
channel parameters, e.g., the path loss, shadow fading, root
mean square (RMS) delay spread (DS), K-factor, delay-cluster
number and angular spread, are extracted and modelled. These
extracted models will enable the generation of an impulse
response for the indoor hotspot environment. Differences between
our measurement-based channel model parameters and the
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) channel model are
discussed. The impact of differences on capacity are investigated
by simulations. We find that the ITU channel model is optimistic about capacity. These results can help researchers to use
millimeter-wave channel models for indoor office scenarios when
evaluating 5G performance.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Motivated by the spectrum needs of 5G [1], [2], there is
considerable a large interest in studying the propagation characteristics of millimeter wave bands. Many different groups
around the world have embarked on producing millimeterwave channel models, such as the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) (for 0.5-100 GHz) [3], International Telecommunication Union (ITU) (for 0.5-100 GHz) [4], the Mobile and
Wireless Communications Enablers for the Twenty-Twenty
Information Society (METIS) (up to 70 GHz for a stochastic
model, and up to 100 GHz for a map-based model) [5], 5G
millimeter-wave Channel Model Alliance (for 0.5-100 GHz)
[6], NYU WIRELESS (for 0.5-100 GHz) [7]. Standardized
channel models to study the performance of 5G systems have
been published by the 3GPP and ITU [3], [4]. The Globecom
white paper for 5G defined some typical deployment scenarios,
e.g., indoor (InH) open and closed office, shopping malls, and
gave a part of channel parameters for the indoor office [8].
An accurate characterization of radio propagation is important to predict real world performance of radio systems.
Measurements and models for path loss and small scale fading
for indoor scenarios are given in [9], [10] and [11], [12],
respectively. In this paper we measure both the large and
small fading characteristics for a typical indoor office layout.
We then derive 3GPP/ITU model parameters of the impulse
response. The path loss in the 3GPP/ITU models is based on

a floating intercept model, known as the alpha-beta-gamma
(ABG) model [3] and the clusters are characterized by a joint
delay-angle probability density function, such that a group of
traveling multipaths departs and arrives from a unique angle of
departure (AoD)-angle of arrival (AoA) combination centered
around a mean propagation delay [3]. The cluster number
in the 3GPP model is assumed constant and is the same as
that for microwave bands [3]. We also derive where possible
the NYUSIM based model parameters. The path loss in the
NYUSIM model [13] is a close-in (CI) free space intercept
model and the clusters use time cluster (TC) and spatial lobe
(SL) concepts to describe multipath behavior [13]. The cluster
number in the NYUSIM model is a Poisson random variable
with a mean value that reflects the sparsity of the millimeterwave channel. The contributions of this paper are:
• Millimeter-wave channel measurements for a typical indoor office are presented. Note that the indoor office
is a genuine, operational workspace in a typical central
business district (CBD) office building. We provide models for path loss, shadowing, RMS delay spread, Ricean
K-factor, delay-cluster numbers and angular spread in
azimuth and elevation.
• For many of the above parameters we model their statistical properties by an appropriate distribution (mostly
similar to 3GPP) and provide the parameter values. We
compare the results with that shown in other literature
and [4]. Differences between our measurements and the
standardized models are then investigated.
• We use our model and the standardized model [4] to
generate a channel impulse response and then compare the ergodic capacity obtained from both. We find
that ergodic capacity calculated based on our models
is smaller as [4] assumes a richer multipath structure
(cluster numbers) than that found in our measurements.
The above measurements are now standardized as the
indoor hotspot optional model I in the ITU [4].
II. M EASUREMENT S ETUP
A wideband correlation sounder with a bandwidth of 600
MHz (a baseband filter is used) was used to capture the
channel information at the central frequency of 28 GHz. A
pseudo-random noise sequence (511 chips) was generated by

the baseband-signal generator as a probing signal with a chip
rate of 400 MHz and a pulse repetition interval of 1277.5 ns.
The signal was up-converted to 28 GHz and passed through
an amplifier with a 1 dB compression point of 33 dBm and
a gain of 56 dB. The maximum output power was 30 dBm.
The receiver (RX) utilized a low noise amplifier with a 1 dB
compression point of 10 dBm and a gain of 50 dB prior to
down-conversion to baseband. The receiver module stored the
IQ data in real time. Table I shows the parameters of the three
kinds of antennas used. Two types of measurements were conTABLE I
A NTENNA PARAMETERS
Antenna types
Antenna gain
Antenna polarization
Antenna azimuth HPBW
Antenna elevation HPBW
TX/RX height

Biconical/Sectored/Horn
2.93 dBi/9.4 dBi/25 dBi
Vertical
360◦ /92.19◦ /10◦
40◦ /40.15◦ /11◦
1.75 m/1.75 m

ducted in the indoor office at night and the channel is almost
static. Fixed-point measurements were used to obtain path loss,
shadow fading, RMS DS, K-factor and delay-cluster number.
Here, two omnidirectional biconical-antennas (360◦ and 40◦
half-power-beam-widths (HPBW) in azimuth and elevation,
respectively) at TX and RX sides were used to obtain 1000
channel impulse responses (CIRs) at each position. During
the fixed-pointed measurements, antennas were kept still. The
second type of measurement was the virtual measurement, in
which a horn antenna was rotated to simulate an antenna array.
This was used to obtain the angular spread. An omnidirectional
biconical-antenna was used at the TX side while a directional
horn-antenna (10◦ and 11◦ HPBW in azimuth and elevation,
respectively) was mounted in an electrical positioner at the
RX side, which allowed for horizontal antenna rotation and
vertical tilts with 1◦ accuracy. The TX antenna was fixed
and the RX antenna was rotated in steps of 10◦ in azimuth
from 0◦ to 360◦ at elevation angles of −10◦ , 0◦ , and 10◦ .
To obtain both arrival and departure angle measurements,
the TX and RX positions were interchanged. Each hornantenna pointing direction recorded 1000 CIR measurements.
Two different pairs of antennas were used. For the fixedpoint measurement, the omnidirectional antenna can almost
capture all multiple path components (MPCs) in the channel
so that each omnidirectional CIR sample contains information
of the whole channel. However, the directional CIR samples
obtained by the horn antenna in virtual measurements are the
superposition of only the MPCs within the narrow HPBW.
We can use these directional CIR samples with different angle
information to estimate the angular characteristics of channels.
Fig. 1 shows the measurement layout. The fixed-point measurements in the open office included 70 positions (30 lineof-sight (LoS) positions and 40 (non-line-of-sight) (NLoS)
positions), of which 10 LoS positions and 9 NLoS positions
were selected to carry out virtual measurements.
III. C HANNEL MODELS
The ITU model is proposed based on many measurements
from different research groups and provides a good reference

Fig. 1. The measurement layout in the indoor open office.

for researchers. Based on our measurements, we can extract
channel parameters shown in following text to fit the 3GPP
style channel model.
A. Path loss and shadow fading
In each measured position, 1000 samples of path loss are
obtained from the fixed-point measurements and the floatingintercept (FI) model is used to model the path loss as follows:
P LF I [dB](d) = β + 10αlog10 d + XσF I ,
(1)
where β and α are two parameters of fit, and Xσ is a
zero-mean Gaussian variable representing the shadowing. This
model has been adopted in channel standardizations, e.g.,
WINNER Π and 3GPP channel models [3]. In [10], the CI
path loss model was discussed and given by

 

d
4πd0 f
+ 10nCI log10
P LCI (f, d)[dB] =20log10
c
d0
+ XσCI for d ≥ d0 , d0 = 1m,
(2)
where d0 is the received-power reference point, which is
typically chosen to be 1m, f is the frequency, c is the speed
of light, and nCI is the path loss exponent (PLE). The CI path
loss model is a function of frequency and is simpler than the
FI model having only one parameter. Here, we consider both
models and the corresponding parameters are obtained by a
minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) fit.
The path loss fitting results for both models in LoS and
NLoS scenarios are shown in Fig. 2. In LoS scenarios, the
path loss obtained from measurements is smaller than the free
space path loss. This can be explained by the fact that many
MPCs, e.g., reflected paths, scattered paths, are received by
the receiver due to the confined space. However, in NLoS
scenarios, the dominant (i.e., LoS) path, is obstructed by
walls and results in higher path loss. The measured path loss
exponent (PLE) values in the CI model are 1.45 for LoS
scenarios and 2.18 for NLoS scenarios, which are smaller than
the ITU channel model values for indoor hotspot scenarios
(see Table II). In [14], measurement results in an office at 28
GHz were presented and smaller PLEs (1.1 for LoS scenarios
and 2.7 for NLoS scenarios) were also obtained. We also plot
measured results with the FI model in Fig. 2 and these are
almost overlapped with the CI model.
B. RMS DS
RMS DS describes the time dispersion of MPCs, and can
be used to calculate the coherence bandwidth. For a wideband
channel, the receiver can resolve multiple paths according

(a) LoS

(b) NLoS

Fig. 2. Path loss results in the indoor open office.

Fig. 4. Statistical results for the K-factor in the indoor open office.

H(f ) =V exp(−j2πf τ0 ) +

L
X

al exp(j(2πfmax cos(ϑl )t

l=1

+ ϕl − 2πf τl )).
(a) LoS

(b) NLoS

Fig. 3. Statistical results for RMS DS in the indoor open office.

to their delay and the CIR is commonly represented by the
superposition of many plane waves as follows:
h(t, τ ) =V δ(τ − τ0 )+
L
X

al exp(j(2πfmax cos(ϑl )t + ϕl ))δ(τ − τl ),

(3)

l=1

where the complex constant, V , represents the deterministic
(typically LoS) component with excess delay τ0 and |V | = a0 .
al , τl , ϑl and ϕl are the amplitude, excess delay, arrival angle
and initial phase of the l-th stochastic (typically reflected)
component, respectively. L is the number of all MPCs. fmax
represents the maximum Doppler shift.
Here, we study the statistics of the RMS DS based on the
fixed-point measured data. Fig. 3 shows the results for RMS
DS. The lognormal distribution is used to fit the RMS DS,
and µ is -7.9 (10−7.9 · 109 ≈ 12.59 ns) for LoS scenarios and
-7.62 (10−7.62 · 109 ≈ 23.99 ns) for NLoS scenarios. In [15],
the mean value of the RMS DS in a open office is 12 ns for
LoS scenarios, which is similar to our results. However, these
results are smaller than that both for LoS and NLoS scenarios
in the ITU model shown in Table II.
C. K-factor
The K-factor is a measure of severity of small scale fading
and is defined as the ratio of the power of the deterministic
MPC and the power of all other stochastic MPCs. Thus, we
can obtain the K-factor in linear scale according to (3) as
|V |2
K = PL
.
(4)
2
l=1 |al |
Here, we apply the moment method [16] to estimate the Kfactor. Note that there is no mobility in our measurements, i.e.,
temporal variation does not occur. Commonly, the momentmethod is used to extract the K-factor over time-varying samples. However, in [17], the K-factor was investigated across
different frequencies. Thus, we have applied the momentmethod [16] to estimate the K-factor based upon the analysis of frequency-selectivity. The transfer function can be
expressed as follows:

(5)
If L is big enough and the measured 3dB-bandwidth is wide
enough, according to the central
theorem, we can assume
Plimit
L
H(f ) v CN (V exp(−j2πτ0 ), l=1 |al |2 ). Then, |H(f )|2 can
be considered as the power gain G to calculate the K-factor.
Fig. 4 shows the lognormal fitting results to the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the K-factor in dB in the indoor
open office. The mean value of the K-factor is 6.15 dB. In [18],
the K-factor ranges from 9 dB to 15 dB for LoS scenarios
while it ranges from 5 dB to 8 dB for NLoS scenarios in the
outdoor measurements, and the measured distance is from 8
m to 12.9 m. We can say that for the close distance and open
environment, stochastic components account for a smaller
portion of the received power.
D. The cluster characteristics in delay domain
In [19], a statistical spatial channel model (SSCM) is presented based on a time cluster, spatial lobe (TCSL) approach.
This model is different to the cluster delay line (CDL) model,
in which clustering is done in both delay and angular domains.
Here, we also show clustering characteristics in the delay
domain. The K-means algorithm is a common computational
approach [20] and provides a framework for automatic clustering based on the K-means algorithm using the power of MPCs
to weight the multiple component distance (MCD). Further
improvements to this approach include are given in [21] and
[22] which are used here. Note that only one component, the
delay, is used to calculate the MCD. Figs. 5 shows results for
the mean cluster numbers in the delay domain in the indoor
open office and a Poisson model is used [19]. We observe
that the mean cluster numbers are 4 (LoS) and 6 (NLoS)
for the indoor open office. These results differ to those in
[19], with more delay clusters found in our measurements,
but still confirm the sparsity of the millimeter-wave channel.
Furthermore, the delay cluster number in LoS scenarios is less
than that in NLoS scenarios. The statistical results for cluster
RMS DS are also calculated here, which describe the delay
dispersion within a cluster. For reasons of space, no figures are
shown here but the fitted parameters are shown in Table II. It
should be noted that the cluster RMS DS for NLoS scenarios
in the indoor open office is smaller than that for LoS. This
means that in the NLoS scenarios, the MPCs in a cluster are
more similar in the delay domain.

(a) LoS

(b) NLoS

(a) ASA

(b) ASD

(c) ESA

(d) ESD

Fig. 5. Statistical results for the cluster numbers in the delay domain.

E. Angular characteristics
In each measured position, we obtain 72×3 groups
of CIRs and the space-alternating generalized expectationmaximization (SAGE) algorithm [23] is used to jointly estimate the angular spread of arrival and departure both in
azimuth and elevation domains. The received signal for NLoS
scenarios at the i-th pointing angle of the horn antenna can be
written as:
L
X
si (t) =
al Fi (φl , θl )δ(t, τl ) + wi (t), l = 0, ...L, (6)

Fig. 6. Fitted values of the RMS AS for LoS scenarios.

l

where al , φl , θl , τl denote the complex attenuation, azimuth
angle of arrival, elevation angle of arrival and delay of the l-th
path, respectively. wi (t) is complex additive white Gaussian
noise, Fi (φl , θl ) is the receiver antenna response at the i-th
pointing angle. φl and θl are the azimuth angle and elevation
angle of the l-th MPC, respectively. The SAGE algorithm is
based on the maximum-likelihood criterion and can extract
the channel parameters, [al , φl , θl , τl ], from received signals.
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Firstly, these parameters are initialized as [al , φl , θl , τl ]. Then,
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θl =argmaxθl z(al , φl , θl , τl ); al = argmaxal z(al , φl , θl , τl ),
(7)
where z(·) is a part of the log-likelihood function that is used
to find the maximum likelihood values [23]. After convergence, we obtain the final estimated channel parameters. The
fitted results for RMS angular spread are shown in Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7 using a lognormal distribution as in the ITU channel
model. The results in Fig. 7(a) do not show a good fit. This
may be because the virtual measurement positions are limited
and some MPCs with small azimuth spreads of arrival are
not captured. Generally, we can see that the angular spread
in the azimuth domain is larger than that in the elevation
domain. Furthermore, we see that the measured values of RMS
angular spreads, including ASA, ASD, ZSA, are all smaller
than the ITU values shown in Table II. For example, µlgASA
in the indoor open office is 1.15 (101.15 ≈ 14.13◦ ) while it
is 1.5 (101.5 ≈ 31.62◦ ) in the ITU channel model for indoor
hotspot scenarios, see Table II. These differences indicate that
any particular location may well be different to the typical
scenarios embodied in the ITU model, and, especially for
millimeter-wave bands, the channel parameters are sensitive
to the environment.
IV. PARAMETER D IFFERENCES AND C HANNEL C APACITY
Finally, we compare the measured parameter values to
those specified by [4], as listed in Table II. In Fig. 8 we
evaluate the single user ergodic capacity for a link with 256

Fig. 7. Fitted values of the RMS AS for NLoS scenarios.

antennas base station and 4 mobile-station antennas operating
at 28 GHz. The antenna numbers are chosen according to
[4]. The figure shows the performance predicted by the ITU
Indoor Hotspot-A scenario, as well as that obtained using the
measured parameter values. The parameters not obtained by
the measurement campaign were set to those specified by the
ITU model. We observe that the ITU model results in a higher
predicted ergodic capacity (equivalent to a 6.59 dB gain at a
signal noise ratio (SNR) of 20 dB). This is mainly because
the ITU model has larger number of assumed clusters [13]
and multipath richness.

Fig. 8. The ergodic capacity for ITU indoor model and our measurements
for a 256 x 4 single user case.
1 Clustering is done in the delay domain in our analysis so that those two
parameters should be delay-cluster number and delay cluster RMS DS.

TABLE II
T HE CHANNEL MODEL PARAMETERS FOR INDOOR ENVIRONMENTS . T HE MEASUREMENT- BASED MODEL PARAMETERS ARE EXTRACTED FROM OUR
INDOOR OPEN OFFICE MEASUREMENTS SHOWN IN S ECTION II.
Measurement-based
Scenarios

PLCI
PLF I

n
σ
α
β
σ

µlgDS
σlgDS
µlgASD
Log10 (ASD/1◦ )
σlgASD
µlgASA
◦
Log10 (ASA/1 )
σlgASA
µlgZSD
Log10 (ZSD/1◦ )
σlgZSD
µlgZSA
◦
Log10 (ZSA/1 )
σlgZSA
µK
K [dB]
σK
Cluster number1
Cluster RMS DS1
Log10 (DS/1s)

Indoor open office
LoS
NLoS
1.45
2.18
1.7
3.4
61.9
61.2
1.4
2.2
1.7
3.3
-7.9
-7.62
0.12
0.16
0.88
1.07
0.28
0.22
1.15
1.24
0.29
0.28
0.16
0.06
0.18
0.17
0.12
0.02
0.19
0.15
6.15
N/A
3.44
N/A
4
6
5.93
4.97

V. C ONCLUSION
We have presented the results of millimeter-wave channel
measurements for a typical indoor office at 28 GHz. Fixedpoint and virtual measurements were used to obtain path
loss, shadow fading, RMS DS, RMS AS and delay-cluster
numbers. The results were compared against parameter values
specified by the ITU channel model, including the impact on
the predicted channel capacity. We identified the differences
between our measurement-based model parameters and the
ITU model. For example, the cluster numbers are 4 (LoS)
and 6 (NLoS) in our measurement-based model, which are
smaller than that in the ITU model. In turn these differences
result in different capacity.
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